
Mixing  
The speed of the �oor laying is directly related to the mixing and pump capacity. 
Self leveling materials and screeds without big aggregates are pumpable, 
whereas materials with big aggregates need more material pr. M2 and when 
aggregates are over 6-8 mm materials are no longer easy to pump and the 
material must be carried in wheel barrels or stronger separate pumps must be 
used.  All mixing must be done till the material is homogenious. Even extreme 
Style has normally good workability and is a more �owable than traditional 
concrete. When the colours and liquids start to separate the mix is too liquid. 

Two �rst machines have quite big mixing capacity and are good with big 
aggregates. Second machine (2) is good for al kind of products. First machine (1) 
cannot mix self leveling overlays but the green one can. 3rd machine 3 M – tec D 
30 is good and fast for denser products with aggregates up to 6-8 mm. 4th 
machine is a mixer pump especially made for self leveling overlays, but it can 
also handle Extreme T and micro terrazzo when the aggregates are small. 5. A 
hand mixer – can handle all products, but only in very small cuantities. 
 

Using mixerpump
  
The use of Mixerpump gives you the oportunity to make large areas in a very 
short time. It also helps you to get a more uniform application of self leveling 
overlays, Extreme T and Microterrrazzo. The M-tec Duomix is one of the best 
machines for self-leveling overlays and can also be used for Extreme T and even 
Microterazzo if the aggregates are not too big. For more uniform application of 
self leveling overlays you need theIntensive mixer set with the following spare 
parts  608588, 607042,  545999 For mixerpump application of Extreme I recom-
mend to purchase the B conponent in 1000 l containers Use a slow speed mixing 
system inside the tank, so the B component is always well mixed. Some active 
part of the B componet settle and it is important that the B Component is well 
mixed for the right reaction, product stability and homogene colour. For the 
right use of your mixerpump the product must have the right consistancy – it 
cannot be too dense/dry, but it cannot be too liquid either. If the material is too 
liquid you get problems with separation – that makes the aggregates and 
pigments separate and you get an uneven �nal result. A self leveling compound 
should �ow, but not be so liquid that you start to get separation of pigments and 
aggregates. A self leveling overlay should have a liquid content about 28 to 30 % 
(Kg mortar to Liquid in Litres) Prepare the work place well, so you have easy 
acesss to the materials and can get the machine out for cleaning when you are 
�nished. Check that the �lters are clean so you get a stable and constant liquid 
intake. Make a test mix before connectiong the hoses and make sure that the 
material has the rigth consistancy. 

Lubricate the hoses – this is very important – mix a bag of cemenent to a slurry 
and pass it through the hoses. When the material is right connect the hoses and 
you are ready to work.    

Maintain the machine and wash it well after use. Make sure that you have extra 
pieces of the essential spare parts, just in case that something happens. 
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